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The face of public art is changing. In recent years, a new generation of artists has rejected the
monumental scale and mass appeal of conventional public sculpture, instead favoring
unconventional forms that disrupt rather than embellish a particular location. Public Art (Now) is
the first survey of the most influential forms of the past decade that are redefining the practice of
public art today. Some 40 key projects from around the world are highlighted, with detailed
descriptions and installation and process shots. Interviews and quotes from practitioners,
commissioners and commentators reveal the context for each project, while an introduction sets
out the conceptual, practical and ethical issues raised by the work. This dynamic combination of
projects, places and people is both a must-have reference book for art-world specialists and an
accessible introduction to the subject. Among the featured artists are Mike Kelley, Francis Alÿs,
Superflex, Paul Chan, Susan Philipsz and Theaster Gates.

The outcomes―both artistic and social―even have the ability to inspire and engage the book’s
readers, far away in space and in time from the artworks themselves. (Shauna Dee Forecast
Public Art)
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inthrutheoutdoor, “Nice book! Need to include artist Ben Fain in .... Nice book! Need to include
artist Ben Fain in next edition.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Shocker - an accessible and interesting Art Book.. Excellent book - well
made with a good heft to the volumes. Fascinating insights into public art and gorgeous pictures
throughout. first art book I've read wherein I understood what they were on about and have
explored several tangents on Wikipedia of tidbits mentioned in the book. Very impressed.”

Dale, “Five Stars. Great”

Ciara Daly, “accessible as in it's easy to read. A very interesting collection of art projects,
accessible as in it's easy to read, with great images. Very well put together. Really happy with
this book!”

The book by Eric Sloane has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 9 people have provided feedback.
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